Cyber Ethics: Part 1
Geo-Fencing: Free Speech or Tainting the Jury Pool?
By John G. Browning*
In April of this year, Monsanto Company was facing the latest in a series of high-stakes,
high-profile trials over the allegedly toxic traits of its herbicide, Roundup.1 Facing more than
11,000 such lawsuits nationally, and having already been rocked by large verdicts ($289 million2
and $80 million3, respectively) in the first two cases to go to trial, the chemical giant decided to
think outside of the box—by creating a digital box of sorts.4 Leading up to the trial in California,
Monsanto ran a series of targeted pop-up ads highlighting Roundup’s safety and relevant product
studies using a digital marketing tool called geo-fencing.5 Geo-fencing is a tool which allows
companies to send pop-up advertisements to cellphone apps within a designated geographical
area.6 Plaintiffs’ attorneys cried foul, claiming that Monsanto’s targeted cell phone advertising
included the courthouse in Alameda County, California, in which proceedings were held, which
meant that the ads might target jurors.7 For example, Google ads touting headlines like “Weed
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Killer Hype Lack Scientific Support,” and “Fear of ‘Chemicals’ Results from Misunderstanding”
were popping up on smartphones throughout the San Francisco area.8 The plaintiffs’ lawyers asked
Judge Winifred Smith to ban Monsanto’s geo-fencing activities within a quarter-mile of the
courthouse, urging that an injunction was necessary to protect the jury pool from being tainted.9
Monsanto’s lawyers fired back, pointing out that the plaintiffs’ law firms themselves had
already engaged in an “onslaught of disparaging Roundup advertisements across multiple media
platforms.”10 The defense team pointed out that the jury pool had already been bombarded with
2,187 anti-Roundup television and radio ads from December 1, 2018 to March 21, 2019 in the
local area alone.11 In fact, Monsanto had actually moved for a mistrial just before opening
statements, due to the “misinformation” campaign led by the plaintiffs’ attorneys.12 Monsanto’s
lawyers also argued that the company had both a valid First Amendment right to engage in such
speech and a right to communicate accurate product information.13
Judge Smith ultimately agreed with the defense attorneys and denied plaintiffs’ motion for
a gag order. She stated, “The court is not persuaded that the alleged geomarketing is materially
different from carrying signs outside the courthouse or carrying placards or wearing buttons inside
a courtroom, or that it requires a different judicial response.”14 Judge Smith added, “Plaintiffs have
not met their burden to show that Monsanto’s speech presents an actual threat of imminent
prejudice to plaintiffs’ right to a fair trial nor shown that there are no viable alternatives to a prior
restraint on Monsanto’s speech.”15 However, Judge Smith did acknowledge that geo-fencing
“raises a number of issues,” observing that “technology has taken us places probably we never
thought it would go.”16
These “number of issues” regarding geo-fencing and related technologies seem to have
received the majority of media attention about the case, and raises the question—how far can
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lawyers and their clients go when digitally communicating about a case? Given geo-fencing’s
broad capabilities, using GPS, wi-fi, or cellular data to draw virtual boundaries around a specific
location and trigger targeted messages and ads via social media—does the technology violate the
digital privacy of the venire panel and bring lawyers closer to jury tampering? Geo-fencing is
clearly a new technology causing issues with due process and fair representation. But how
problematic is this technology in other contexts? For example, how are lawyers using geo-fencing
technology and social media for personal use? This begs an examination of how courts and
disciplinary committees balance between the attorney’s right to free speech and the attorney’s
multitude of responsibilities owed to the client.
Lawyers who use geo-fencing for firm advertising have already been widely criticized.
Personal injury law firms in a number of states have used geo-fencing to target cellphone users in
hospital emergency rooms, chiropractic clinics, and pain management centers.17 For example,
firms in the Philadelphia area hired a digital advertising firm to market its services to patients
waiting in hospitals using geo-fencing.18 Massachusetts Attorney General Maura Healey has
shared her concerns about this “digital ambulance chasing,” noting that “private medical
information should not be exploited in this way . . . [e]specially when it’s gathered secretly without
a consumer’s knowledge, without knowledge or consent.”19 Healey has targeted this digital
ambulance chasing in the past.20 In 2018, Healey settled a suit with a digital marketing company
who worked with a pro-life counseling organization to send targeted “pregnancy help” ads to
women entering Planned Parenthood clinics in Massachusetts.21
Although few courts have considered the issue of geo-fencing, courts have disciplined
lawyers for their technology use, particularly in cases in which lawyers’ communications have
jeopardized the integrity of a jury trial.22 In 2018, the Amarillo Court of Appeals in Texas upheld
the sanctions imposed against attorney William A. Brewer, III for using a “push poll,” or telephone
survey, of Lubbock County residents just weeks before a jury trial in a wrongful death case.23 The
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were “designed to influence or alter the opinion or attitude of the person being polled,” and that
the attorney’s conduct was “designed to improperly influence a jury pool” via the dissemination
of information “without regard to its truthfulness or accuracy.”24 Agreeing that such practices
“negatively affected the rights of the parties to a fair and impartial jury” and “negatively reflected
upon the integrity of the judicial system,” the Court of Appeals affirmed.25 The Supreme Court of
Texas has granted review, with proceedings currently ongoing.26
With technology advancing faster than courts and disciplinary committees can handle, the
issue of lawyers’ creative use of technology to represent their clients (or advertise their own
services), will continue to toe the line between First Amendment rights and concerns with due
process and fair representation.
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